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A new venture for Australians 
in London

C laudia Schiffer was the special

guest at the launch of a new

boutique on Old Bond Street in London

in June where a spectacular pair of wine

glasses, thought to be the world’s most

expensive, was on show before being

whisked away by their new owners. The

hand-carved quartz rock crystal body

studded with 1700 diamonds set in

platinum 18 carat white and rose gold is

housed in a specially made box

designed and fitted by the Australian

Queensland firm of GN Olsson. Calleija

Jewellers requested the firm to make a

custom, presentation keepsake box of

Queensland red cedar with ebony trim,

French polished with a specially fitted

interior to protect these heirloom pieces,

a fitting receptacle for these treasures.  

Contemporary craft in gold and silver 

Showcasing a fine selection of some

of the most exciting and innovative

work in the field of silversmithing and

jewellery is the annual Goldsmiths’ Fair

2008 (22 September-5 October) at the

Goldsmiths’ Hall, Foster Lane, London.

This selling exhibition of jewellery and

original contemporary works in precious

metals by the country’s leading artisans

is expected to attract a total of 160

artists, designers and makers. 

Style, fashion and taste at the
Geffrye Museum

Located on Kingsland Road, London,

the Geffrye Museum explores the

home over the past 400 years, from

around 1600 to the present day. The focus

is on the living rooms of the urban middle

classes in England, particularly in London. 

Their annual three-day selling fair (19-

21 September) titled Ceramics in the

City this year is to present an exciting

range of work by 40 emerging and

more well-established ceramicists.

During the three days, visitors will have

a chance to talk to the ceramicists and

watch free demonstrations.

The next exhibition – Choosing the

chintz: Men, women and furnishing the

home, from 1850 to the present

(14 October 2008-22 February 2009)

draws upon new research about the

home to tell a surprising story about

domestic decoration and furnishing. A

range of evidence will be employed to

explore men’s relationship with

furnishing the home in the 19th century,

illuminating the way in which they

actively engaged with the look and feel

of their homes. The exhibition will also

highlight the changes that took place to
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Above: Junko Mori, ‘Organism’, 2005, silver.
Goldsmiths’ Company’s Collection

Above right: Reconstructed 1930s living
room. Geffrye Museum

Pair of turkey work chairs, c. 1680.
Geffrye Museum



make women the prime marketing target

for furnishings in the early 20th century. 

December in London wouldn’t be the

same without a visit to the annual

Christmas Past which explores the

history and cultural importance of

Christmas in England. The museum

explores Christmas through the ages by

decorating each room in authentic

period style.

Decorative antiques and textiles 

Showing at The Marquee, Battersea

Park, London (30 September-5

October) is the autumn Decorative

Antiques & Textiles Fair. It is anticipated

that the fair will host more than 140

dealers showing traditional through to

oriental, the unusual and folk art. There

is to be a selling exhibition in the foyer

of the collection amassed by Alasdair

Brown of Combining Forces. Titled

Model Living: Architectural Models,

Miniature Furniture, Apprentice Pieces,

Patents, Ships and Toys, the display

celebrates all things small and

wonderful in the world of cabinetry and

woodwork. It will include pieces made in

the 18th, 19th and early 20th centuries

by cabinetmakers’ apprentices;

architect’s models of buildings and

structures; educational models;

diminutive children’s furniture and 

doll’s houses.

Tribal art in London

The idea of a group tribal show for

London was conceived after the

demise of the HALI Textile & Tribal Art

Fair in 2006. The loss of that show

meant there was no longer a British

focal point for UK and international

collectors of tribal art, and so

Perspectives was launched. This second

collaborative show has doubled in size

and will host the European launch of

Karo & Surma by Carol Beckwith (USA)

and Angela Fisher (Australia), two

photographers who have dedicated their

lives to recording the traditional cultures

of Africa. A percentage of the profits

from sales made at Perspectives: Tribal

Art in London by all participants will go

to a designated charity in Africa. The

event runs 1-5 October at two venues:

Gallery No.5 and East West Gallery,

Blenheim Crescent Notting Hill, London. 

Exhibitions at the Royal Academy

Until 26 October is an exhibition of

the early drawings by 19th-century

artist John Frederick Lewis. Although

art news

Rajasthan, Krishna in the form of Sri Nath Ja,
c. 1880, gouache on cloth, 206 x 165 cm.
Alex Manolatos at Decorative Antiques &
Textiles Fair

Miniature furniture made by S&S Timms,
cupboard base bookcase, c. 1810. Model
Living at Decorative Antiques & Textiles Fair

Sawos people, Middle Sepik River, Papua New
Guinea, Dance mask, h: 67 cm. Chris Boylan
(Australia) Perspectives: Tribal Art in London

Ethiopia, Aksumite pottery, 2nd-6th century
AD, 15 x 9 cm. Klaus Sachau (Germany)
Perspectives: Tribal Art in London
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Lewis is famed for his scenes of oriental

life inspired by his time in Cairo, this

exhibition focuses on his early years as

a painter and draughtsman of animals.

The exhibition’s name, The Young Lion,

is taken from an early drawing of a lion

in a zoo. Other works include his

drawings of exotic beasts in London’s

popular Exeter Exchange ‘menagerie’ as

well as sketches of landscapes and

farm animals. Portraits and drawings

depicting Lewis’ past and family are

also on display, providing an insight into

Lewis’ social and artistic background. 

Everyday life is the subject of the

exhibition From All Walks of Life:

Genre paintings from the Royal

Academy Collection that concludes 

7 December. This wide ranging array of

genre paintings starts with a group of

the 18th-century popular genre of ‘fancy

pictures,’ such as Sir Thomas

Lawrence’s Gipsy Girl and Sir Henry

Raeburn’s Boy and Rabbit. Nostalgic

19th-century scenes of rural life by artists

such as Stanhopes Forbes and Thomas

Faed are also on display, and the end of

the display comprises works by artists with

foreign lands and cities as their subject,

such as Henry La Thangue’s Violets for

Perfume and Bill Jacklin’s The Rink, 3pm.

Archaeology at the British Museum

Over 180 objects from

archaeological discoveries form the

exhibition Hadrian: Empire and Conflict.

Running until 26 October 2008, the

exhibition aims to reveal more about the

emperor’s life and legacy, and gives

visitors a greater understanding of his

contradictory personality through recent

scholarship and archaeological finds.

Artefacts include sculpture, bronzes and

architectural fragments, alongside the

museum’s iconic bronze head of Hadrian

and the Vindolanda tablets. This is a

unique chance to discover more about

the remarkably successful emperor who

has had such a lasting legacy

Babylon focuses on the archaeology

of the city during the reign of King

Nebuchadnezzar II (605-562 BC) and

Babylon’s legacy of art and legend.

Running from 13 November to 

15 March, 2009, the exhibition will

display archaeological finds, such as the

city’s stunning lion reliefs, and visitors

will learn about the origins of legends

such as the Tower of Babel and the

Hanging Gardens. The scope of the

exhibition covers the work of artists and

poets as well as the spectacular

architecture and wealth of the city;

particularly poignant in the light of the

city’s recent damage through conflict.

art news

John Frederick Lewis (1805-1876),
Two Drawings of the Head of a Lion (detail),
c.1820, black and white chalk on brown paper
© Royal Academy of Arts, London.
Photograph: Prudence Cuming Associates Ltd

Stanhope Forbes (1857-1947), The Harbour
Window, 1910, oil on canvas © Royal
Academy of Arts, London

Marble Bust of Hadrian found in Villa Adriana,
125-130 AD © Trustees of the British Museum

Glazed brick relief depicting a dragon, from
Babylon’s Ishtar Gate, 6th century BC.
Vorderasiatisches Museum, Berlin
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Sculptor’s art in silver

F rom 6 October 2008 until 

31 January 2009, The London Silver

Vaults in Chancery Lane, London will be

featuring a selling exhibition of the

sculptor’s art in silver. The models and

figures displayed reflect English pursuits

and passions from Queen Victoria’s day,

when silver statues first became very

popular, to the present. The jeweller also

makes use of the sculptor’s art and a

selection of jewellery incorporating

aspects of sculpting will be on show.  

Art at the Courtauld 

Paul Cézanne’s most important

group of works held in Britain will

be on display until October 2008. The

Courtauld Cézannes is an exhibition of

rarely seen drawings and watercolours

as well as famous paintings such as the

Montagne Sainte-Victoire. The

Courtauld’s recent extensive research

sheds new light on Cézanne’s working

methods and techniques, and alongside

the works there is a group of nine

autograph letters, never exhibited

before, which reveal Cézanne’s

reflections on his artistic practice. 

F rench Prints from Manet to Picasso

complements the Cézanne show.

Also lasting until 5 October, the

exhibition displays highlights from the

Courtauld’s collection of 19th and early

20th-century prints by artists such as

Manet, Renoir, Gauguin, Matisse and

Picasso. Particularly notable is Renoir’s

etching Reclining Female and Matisse’s

powerful lithograph Seated Nude Woman

among many other striking and expressive

works. The prints mostly portray female

subjects and show an interesting range of

the techniques used by the different artists. 

F rom 30 October to 25 January 2009

is Paths to Fame: Turner

Watercolours, the first full display of the

gallery’s impressive collection of

watercolours by J M W Turner. On show

are paintings from across the artist’s

career, from the age of 16 to his mature

highly finished watercolours and later

expressive works including eight recently

acquired and rarely seen watercolours. In

short, the exhibition maps out how

Turner’s landscapes in watercolour evolved

over his life and travels, resulting in

incredibly inventive and expressive works.

Modernism and photography at the
National Portrait Gallery

An exhibition titled Wyndham Lewis

Portraits runs until 19 October

2008. Known as one of the most

art news

Richard Comyns, Snipe, 1966, silver. I Franks,
London Silver Vaults

Paul Cézanne (1839-1906), Montagne Sainte-
Victoire, c. 1887, oil on canvas, 66.8 x 92.3 cm.
The Courtauld Gallery, London

Paul Cézanne (1839-1906), Montagne
Sainte-Victoire, c.1887, oil on canvas, 66.8 x
92.3 cm. The Courtauld Gallery, London

Joseph Mallord William Turner (1775-1851),
Dawn after the wreck, c. 1841, graphite,
watercolour, bodycolour, scraping, chalk (red)
on paper 25.1 x 36.8 cm © The Courtauld
Gallery, London

Percy Wyndham Lewis, Froanna (Portrait of the
Artist’s Wife), 1937 © The Estate of 
Mrs G A Wyndham Lewis; The Wyndham
Lewis Memorial Trust
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controversial and important figures of

British modernism, Wyndham Lewis

founded the Vorticist movement in 1914.

The exhibition brings together oil paintings

and drawings created over the period 1910

to 1950. These not only have an artistic

value but are an interesting record of the

early 20th century’s great artistic and

literary figures, including T S Eliot and

James Joyce. Alongside are a number of

self portraits and of those close to him,

giving the spectator an insight into a more

private side of Lewis as well as his strident

public image.

F rom 16 October to 25 January 2009

is the much anticipated exhibition

Annie Leibovitz: A Photographer’s Life,

1990-2005. Over 150 of the legendary

photographer’s photographs are on

display, including those done for

editorials and more informal personal

photos of family and close friends,

encompassing everything from birth to

death. The exhibition also comprises

her famous portraits of public figures

including Cindy Sherman and Brad Pitt.

Landmark shows at the National Gallery

Love (until 5 October) is a display of

works on this most challenging of

emotions. Ranging from the 15th century

to the present day, are works by artists as

diverse as Raphael and Marc Chagall. The

exhibition investigates how artists have

approached the vast subject with different

styles and interpretations, whether love be

mythological, familial, chaste or unchaste.

An unprecedented showing of Alfred

Sisley’s only two groups of

paintings in Britain will feature in the

exhibition Sisley in England and Wales

(12 November 2008-15 February 2009).

The exhibition demonstrates how these

works of 1874 and 1897 were painted

by Sisley at his most creative and

innovative. The subjects of the 1874

paintings include London and the

surrounding area, while the later 1897

group depict the coast of Wales with all

Sisley’s bold skill. This novel exhibition

is a unique chance to see works by an

Impressionist painter capturing the

British landscape. 

Gothic Revival to the Arts and Crafts:
Architectural drawings at the 
Fine Art Society

Running from 17 September-

18 October is a show of 40 rare

original drawings that provide a

fascinating insight into design and

architecture in England and Europe

during the 19th and early 20th centuries.

Used by builders and craftsmen, the

drawings come from the period’s most

noted architects including William

Wilkins, E W Godwin, C F A Voysey and

Eugene Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc. 

Tate Britain celebrates

Amajor retrospective on Francis

Bacon, one of the greatest

painters of the 20th century, is to be

held from 11 September 2008 to 

4 January 2009. In celebration of the

artist’s centenary in 2009, the exhibition

art news

Rabindra Singh, Raining in My Heart (Longing), 2003
© The Singh Twins, Love, National Gallery London

Francis Bacon, Triptych – August 1972, 1972
© Estate of Francis Bacon. All Rights
Reserved, DACS 2007

Alfred Sisley, Storr Rock, Lady’s Cove,
evening, 1897 © Amgueddfa Cymru -
National Museum of Wales. Acquired with the
assistance of The Art Fund with a contribution
from the Wolfson Foundation 2004

Original design for a gas fire by Charles
Francis Annesley Voysey (1857-1941),
annotated top left:Design for gas fire/ 1/4 full
size/ C.F. Annesley Voysey/ Architect FRIBA/
78 St James St SW1/ October 1926
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assembles the most important paintings

from each period of his life. Perhaps

most powerful are those from the 1940s

which reflect the post-war shattered

way of life. New research since his

death in 1992 provides light on the

assessment of Bacon’s work, hence this

is the most important retrospective of

the artist in London since 1985.

Duveens Commission: Martin Creed is

on show until 16 November, having

been unveiled on 30 June. Martin Creed, as

one of the most thought-provoking and

vivid British artists working today, is well

placed to undertake the new commission,

with his predecessors including artists such

as Mark Wallinger and Anya Gallaccio. His

approach to art is minimalist, peculiar and

often humorous. Creed is famed for Work

No.227, the lights going on and off for

which he won the Turner Prize in 2001.

Iconic works at Tate Modern 

The first significant exhibition of the

work of Mark Rothko for over 20

years, Rothko: The Late Series, is

opening 26 September. The exhibition

comprising a wide ranging and fascinating

collection of Rothko’s oeuvre, will run until

1 February 2009. The iconic paintings from

the gallery’s ‘Rothko Rooms’ are reunited

with pieces such as his last series of black

on grey paintings, the large-scale brown

and grey works on paper and the Seagram

murals. Rothko’s work has been described

as ‘the most enduring and mysterious

created by an artist in modern times.’ 

T ate Modern is hosting the UK’s

first extensive presentation of

Brazilian artist Cildo Meireles in an

exhibition running from 14 October

2008 to 11 January 2009. Meireles has

been highly influential in the

international development of

Conceptual art. His works, ranging

enormously in scale, include sculptures

and installations which often call for

visitor participation. Through his art,

Meireles aims to draw attention to the

body as a figure placed in space and

time; not only physically, but

psychologically, socially and politically.

Liverpool Biennal

John Moores 25 exhibition of

contemporary painting prize at the

Walker Art Gallery (20 September 2008-

4 January 2009) is a major part of the

Liverpool Biennial which showcases

international contemporary art across

the city. This year the competition

coincides with Liverpool’s year as

European Capital of Culture 2008.

Initiated in 1957 and held every two

years at the Walker Art Gallery, this is

the best-known competition for painters

in the UK. First prize is £25,000. Visitors

will also be able to vote for their

favourite work amongst the wide array

of paintings.

Holman Hunt on show in Manchester

A special exhibition focusing

around three versions of The

Light of the World by Holman Hunt will

be held by the Manchester Art Gallery

(11 October 2008-11 January 2009).

Holman Hunt and the Pre-Raphaelite

Vision is the first exhibition to display

these paintings together. Associated

art news

Martin Creed, Work No. 850, 2008 
© The artist. Photo: Hugo Glendinning

Mark Rothko, Red on Maroon, 1959,
266.7 x 238.8 cm Tate © 1998 by Kate
Rothko Prizel and Christopher Rothko

Alex Gene Morrison, Black Bile, 2007, 
oil and collage (photo inkjet print) on linen,
213.5 x 152.5 cm
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documents and original costumes,

also on show, provide an interesting

insight into the working processes of

the artist.

Antiques and art at the 
Chester Racecourse

Chester Racecourse’s famous

County Grandstand, often

described as the most beautiful in

Britain, is to be transformed into a

treasure house of fine art and objets

d’art when more than 50 specialist art

and antiques dealers exhibit at the

Chester Antiques & Fine Art Show

(23-26 October). With prices from less than

£50 to more than £50,000, and more than

5,000 exhibits on sale, the show offers a

wide range of art, antiques and collectors’

items at prices to suit every pocket. In

addition, all exhibits are strictly vetted.

Lee Miller explored

Renowned for her beauty and as a

muse to a number of artists

including Man Ray, Lee Miller (1907-

1977) was an acclaimed artist in her

own right. An exhibition at the Sussex

Barn Gallery at West Dean College

explores the extraordinary complex life

of this renowned photographer and her

ongoing legacy. Lee Miller, Coinage of

the Mind (13 September-2 November)

will feature little seen works from Miller’s

and Antony Penrose’s archives. 

Arley Hall Antiques & Fine Art Fair

F rom 3 to 5 October stately Arley

Hall in Cheshire will host a fine

antiques and art fair. Dealers will be

offering a wide range of rare antiques

and works of art at this Grade II listed

residence and home of the Viscount

Ashbrook. Considered to be one of the

most interesting and attractive stately

homes in the north west, it was begun

in 1469 and has been owned by the

same family ever since. Napoleon III

lived at Arley briefly and his bedroom is

preserved. The walled gardens were

originally designed in 1743 by Sir Peter

and Lady Elizabeth Warburton and

between 1840 and 1860 they were

redesigned by Rowland and Mary

Egerton-Warburton. Today, it is

maintained in the manner of a pre-war

country house garden.

Tour the Cotswolds and CADA

The Cotswold’s Art & Antique

Dealers’ Association (CADA) is

running their 11th Autumn Selling

Exhibitions from 4 to 18 October. Eleven

expert dealers in seven towns around

the Cotswolds are participating in this

art news

Arley Hall

English creamware ‘plat de manage’, c. 1780,
Yorkshire or Staffordshire pottery. 
John Howard, Woodstock

Sir Henry Raeburn (1756-1823), Group of
more than 30 classical studies in pencil and
charcoal inspired by visit to Italy, c. mid-1780s.
The Titian Gallery, Stow-on-the-Wold

William Holman Hunt (1827-1910), The Light
of the World, c. 1852, oil on canvas, 
49.8 x 26.1 cm; gilt frame, 77.5 x 54 x 9 cm
© Manchester City Galleries
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annual event that is an opportunity to

acquire works of value. An exhibition

handbook is available by post from the

CADA Secretary, telephone 07789

968319 or email info@cotswolds-

antiques-art.com. A useful map for

planning a tour, and full exhibition and

dealer (there are 40 members of CADA)

details can be found at www.cotswolds-

antiques-art.com.

SCOTLAND

A t the National Gallery Complex is

Impressionism & Scotland is the

latest in a series of must-see festival

blockbusters. The exhibition features over

100 masterpieces by many of the greatest

names in Western art: Manet, Monet,

Renoir, Sisley, Pissarro, Degas, Whistler,

Van Gogh, Cezanne, Gauguin, Toulouse-

Lautrec, Matisse, the Glasgow Boys and

the Scottish Colourists they inspired.

The opening of the most eagerly

anticipated exhibition of the

summer at the Scottish National Gallery

of Modern Art is Tracey Emin: 20 Years

(2 August - 9 November), the artist’s

first UK retrospective exhibition. The

show spans Emin’s entire career to date

and features paintings, drawings,

installations, embroidered blankets,

sculptures and neon works.

Tracey Emin is arguably the most

famous, not to mention the most

notorious, artist working in Britain today.

She rose to prominence in the mid-

1990s as part of the infamous YBA

(Young British Artist) group. Works such

as Everyone I Have Ever Slept With

1963-1995 and My Bed have helped her

to become one of the most famous artists

working anywhere in the world today. This

exhibition allows you to chart Emin’s

artistic development and better appreciate

this highly talented cultural superstar.

Raising the Bar: 12 Significant

Silversmiths runs until 

29 September at the Dovecot,

10 Infirmary Street in the heart of

Edinburgh’s Old Town. Fifty newly

created works by distinguished

designers from around the world will be

on display in a show curated by

IC:Innovative Craft. Scotland has a

strong tradition of hosting international

art and design, from the Glasgow World

Fairs in the early 20th century to

exhibitions in the Museum of Scotland

in the 21st century. Raising the Bar

brings together some of the most

influential voices in this field from

around the world for the first time. 

IRELAND
Silver masterpieces in Ireland

T reasures of Today: Silver from

Goldsmiths’ Hall, London 1980-

2008, the current travelling exhibition of

silver masterpieces from the

Goldsmiths’ Company’s collection,

moves to its fifth venue in Ireland. The

works will be on show at the National

Museum of Ireland, Dublin from 

1 October 2008 until 18 January 2009. 

art news

Edgar Degas, Dans un cafe: L’Absinthe,
1875-76. Musée d’Orsay, Paris

Tracey Emin (b.1963), The Perfect Place to
Grow, 2001, mixed media: wooden
birdhouse, DVD (1 min 45 sec), monitor,
trestle, plants and ladder, 261 x 82.5 x 162 cm.
Tate © The Artist

David Huycke, Kissing Spheres
© IC:Innovative Craft 2008 Raising the Bar

Tamar de Vries, Caddy spoon, silver, 
18 carat gold, enamel 
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At the Musée des Arts Décoratifs

The Eagle and the Butterfly: the

Power and Ornaments under Napoleon

1800-1815 (until 5 October 2008) looks

at the decorative arts and their

reinterpretation as emblems of political

power rather than performing a purely

ornamental function. The collection of

250 objects including wallpaper,

ceramics, precious metal ware and

textiles, demonstrate how emblems such

as the eagle, butterfly, bee, sphinx and

many others, gave the decorative arts a

new facet in the early 19th century.

Until 28 September, Jeu de Paume

is holding the first major

retrospective of Richard Avedon since

his death in 2004. For 50 years Avedon

was one of the biggest names in

fashion photography. Richard Avedon:

Photographs 1946-2004 spans his

entire career from the first assignments

as a fashion photographer at the end of

the Second World War, to his

photography for the great Parisian

couture houses until 1984, and his

photographic portraits of celebrities

from all fields as well as his provocative

photojournalism in the 1960s. The

exhibition comprehensively presents the

development of his work over the years

and the way in which his photographs

reveal something of the inner

personality of the sitter.

Jeu de Paume also presents Virginie

Yassef: La seconde est partie la

première until 27 September. The 38

year old artist Virginie Yassef makes

videos, photographs and sculptures, often

based around the theme of childhood,

taking everyday actions as inspiration.

Many of her installations involve visitor

participation and she experiments with a

scenographic collaboration of visual

artists and composers.

Centre Pompidou is hosting

Futurism and Paris (15 October

2008-26 January 2009), a timely

exhibition that marks the approaching

centenary of Le Figaro’s publication of

Marinetti’s Futurist Manifesto in 1909.

The exhibition focuses on how Paris

was a base for the development of

Futurism, an art movement that rejected

the equilibrium and stability inherited

from classical forms for a dynamism

that dislocated form. Included in show

are some 140 works by artists such as

Gino Severini and Pablo Picasso. There

is a recreation of the historic 1912 Paris

show at Galerie Bernheim-Jeune of

Italian Futurists painters, and a room

dedicated to Cubism. The exhibition

explores the exchange of ideas

between Futurism and Cubism and the

role played by Futurists in the

development of artistic avant-gardes in

the early 20th century. 

DRESDEN

The Residenzschloss (Dresden

Royal Palace) presents Golden

Dragon-White Eagle: Art in the Service

of Power at the Imperial Court of China

and at the Saxon-Polish Court 1644-

1795 (11 October 2008-11 January

2009). For the first time, treasures from

the Chinese Imperial Palace in Beijing

art news

Richard Avedon, Suzy Parker and Robin
Tattersall, Dior dress, Place de la Concorde,
Paris, August 1956 © 2008 the Richard 
Avedon Foundation 

Qing dynasty, Lady at her desk, c. 1700-
1722, ink and colour on silk. 
Beijing Palace Museum 



are displayed with works from the

Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden,

showing how the two courts were

fascinated by each others’ cultures over

the 17th and 18th centuries. In both

courts the rulers used the arts, ritual

and ceremony to enhance their

prestige. The objects, including items

such as hunting portraits and women’s

shoes, explore all aspects of the court,

from festivities to architecture, from

science to displays of power. 

STUTTGART

The Staatsgalerie is showing With

Raised Ornamentation: the

Ludwigsburg Porcelain Factory Designs

(until 17 November) which celebrates

the 250th anniversary of the founding of

the Ludwigsburg Porcelain Factory.

Established in 1758 by Duke Carl Eugen

of Württemberg, the factory continues

to operate and is located in the Palace

of Ludwigsburg. The display includes

around 50 exceptional design drawings

for vessels and figural groups as well as

their painted decorations.

BONN

Saint Jerome wrote in 396: ‘The

Roman Empire is collapsing.’ In

fact, the incisive political, social, and

cultural changes that shook the

Hellenistic-Roman world from the 4th to

the 7th century AD led to massive

migration movements among Germanic

and horse nomadic tribes. This migration,

which occurred in several waves, ultimately

brought about the collapse of the Western

Roman Empire and was followed by new

forms of governance and the emergence of

a multifaceted Roman-Barbarian culture. At

the same time, the vast geographical

region between the Baltic Sea and the

Black Sea saw the outbreak of an

unprecedented series of confrontations

between various peoples, among them

Goths, Gepids, Alamanni and Huns, 

and their subsequent redistribution

across Europe. 

The exhibition Rome and the

Barbarians: Europe during the Migration

Period (22 August-7 December 2008) at

the Art and Exhibition Hall of the

Federal Republic of Germany of some

1000 pieces of jewellery, weapons, coins

and other objects fleshes out the events of

this period and presents a systematic

account of these complex processes. 

VIENNA

Exploring the works of Van Gogh in

light of how his drawings

influenced his painting style is Van

Gogh: Heartfelt lines at the Albertina

Graphische Sammlung (5 September-

7 December). Generally famed for the

colouristic intensity of his work, Van

Gogh’s original desire to be a

draughtsman had a strong impact on

the way he painted. Examples of

idiosyncrasies are such as the way he

‘drew’ with his paintbrush and his

method of creating expressive coloured

lines and dots on the canvas directly

from the tube. The exhibition’s display

of 50 paintings, and 100 watercolours

and drawings demonstrates both the
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Gottlob Friedrich Riedel (1724-1784), 
Design for a potpourri vase with applied
flowers, pencil, pen in grey ink, watercolour 
© Staatsgalerie Stuttgart, 2008 

Roman helmet, 320 AD, iron, silver, gold, 
h: 28.5 cm © Rijksmuseum van Oudheden,
Leiden/Niederlande

Bust of Emperor Marc Aurel, c. 180 AD, gold
3.5, 29.5 x 17 cm © Site et Musée romains
d’Avenches/Schweiz



interdependence between painting and

drawing, as well as how Van Gogh’s

drawing influenced the expressive linear

style which he developed in his painting. 

Vincent van Gogh, Road near Arles (Side of a
Country Lane), 1888, oil on canvas 
© Pommersches Landesmuseum, Greifswald 

AMSTERDAM

A s part of the Amsterdam India

Festival, The Van Gogh Museum

is holding an exhibition of 50 Indian

miniatures from the Rijksmuseum.

Running from 17 October 2008 to 

4 January 2009, is a display of exquisite

miniatures dating from the 15th to 19th

centuries of landscapes, animals,

domestic scenes, war tableaux and

other subjects.

ANTWERP

A t the Royal Museum of Fine Arts,

Antwerp (12 September-

14 December) is Heads on Shoulders:

Portrait Busts in the Low Countries

1600-1800. This is the first exhibition of

monumental Baroque sculpture since

1977. The focus is, first and foremost,

on portrait busts. Sculptures from the

collections of the Royal Museum of Fine

Arts Antwerp, the Louvre and

Rijksmuseum Amsterdam offer a unique

insight into the exceptional artistry of

among others Artus Quellinus I (1609-

1668) and François Duquesnoy (1597-

1643), two Netherlandish sculptors who,

like their contemporaries Rubens, Van

Dyck and Jordaens, enjoyed a fame

that extended across Europe.

Artus Quellinus I, Luis de Benavides Carillo,
Marquess of Caracena, Governor of the
Habsburg Netherlands, marble. 
KMSKA, Antwerp

WARSAW

Throughout December the Royal

Castle is displaying a large

assortment of paintings, drawings and

decorative objects belonging to Barbara

Piasecka Johnson. Opus Sacrum

consists of around 80 religious works

including drawings by Raphael and

Sandro Botticelli and paintings by

artists such as Rubens, Caravaggio and

Andrea Mantegna. The exhibition is not

limited to period or school, starts

chronologically with a 13th-century

panel by Corso di Buono and ends with

Gauguin’s Tahitian variation on the

theme of the Madonna and Child. On

another note, the exhibition is an

interesting statement on religious art in

previously communist Poland. 

GENEVA 

The Musée d’Art et d’Histoire is

holding an exhibition of its

collection of Islamic fabrics from 

4 December 2008 to 1 April 2009. The

exhibition is a result of the museum’s

acquisition of several Islamic fabrics

alongside its existing collection. This is

a one-off exhibition, as the fragile

pieces cannot be displayed

permanently. Exceptional items on

display include a Mameluke tunic and a

baby tunic made from small scraps of

embroidered linen. This collection of
Left: Anonymous artist, Wild elephant,
c. 1740-1760. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam

Artus Quellinus I, Andries de Graeff, marble.
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam
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clothes is intriguing as to the customs

and day to day lives of Islamic Egypt,

providing insights into living conditions,

funeral rites and daily clothing. 

STOCKHOLM

F rom 25 September 2008 to 

11 January 2009 the National

Museum is presenting The Deluded

Eye: Five Centuries of Deception,

focusing on the genre of trompe l’oeil.

With over 150 works, the exhibition

examines how trompe l’oeil, a term coined

in France in about 1800, has been

expressed in painting, sculpture, digital art,

video and light installations over the

centuries. Including works by a range of

artists from old masters such as van Eyck

to the surrealist Magritte, and with

contemporary illusionist art also displayed,

the exhibition gives a comprehensive

account of this playful genre of art. 

USA
NEW YORK

The International Fine Art & Antique

Dealers Show celebrates its 20th

year in 2008. Taking place 17-23 October

it once again brings together many of the

world’s leading art and antique dealers at

The Park Avenue Armory on New York’s

Upper East Side. The Gala Preview party

benefiting the Society of Memorial Sloan-

Kettering Cancer Center takes place on

the evening of Thursday 16 October and

is a major source of funding for the

volunteer organisation, whose mission is

to promote the well-being of patients and

cancer research.

In the first museum exhibition to present

artworks from this treasure trove, the

American Folk Art Museum will

showcase approximately 25 drawings in

the exhibition Martín Ramírez: The Last

Works (7 October 2008-12 April 2009).

Considered one of the self-taught

masters of 20th-century art, Martín

Ramírez (1895-1963) created hundreds of

drawings and collages of remarkable

visual clarity and expressive power within

the confines of DeWitt State Hospital in

Auburn, California, where he resided for

the last fifteen years of his life. 

An astonishing development during the

run of that exhibition was the discovery

of a group of more than 120 works on

paper. In this newly found body of work,

Ramírez explored the same subjects and

themes as in earlier years—horseback

riders, trains and tunnels, landscapes,

Madonnas—and animals. 

In conjunction with the exhibition, the

education department has scheduled two

evening presentations: ‘Martín Ramírez:

The Archive and the Repetoire’ 6

November at 6 pm and ‘Perspectives on

Martín Ramírez II’, a panel discussion on

13 December, 11 am to 1 pm. 

A t the museum’s branch location at

Lincoln Square Recycling &

Resourcefulness: Quilts of the 1930s is

on exhibit from 21 October 2008 to 

15 March 2009.
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Nicole Tran Ba Vang, Collection Spring /
Summer, 2001, dyptique (part no. 06),
photograph, 119.5 x 119.2 cm. Musée d’Art
Moderne de Saint-Etienne Métropole. 
Photo © Yves Bresson. Musée d’Art Moderne
de Saint-Etienne Métropole

Charles Duron (1814-1972), Coupe, French
(Paris) c. 1867, agate, mounted with
enamelled gold, 12.7 x 18.4 x 12.2 cm. 
H. Blairman & Sons Ltd

Martin Ramirez (1895-1963), Untitled (detail), DeWitt State
Hospital, Auburn, California, c. 1960-63. American Folk Art
Museum, New York. Promised Gift of the Family of Dr Max
Dunievitz and the Estate of Martin Ramirez

Alphabet Quilt, unidentified maker, possibly
Randolph County, North Carolina, c. 1930-
1950, cotton. International Quilt Study Center,
University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Robert and
Helen Cargo Collection
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The Corning Museum of Glass will

present an in-depth survey of the

work of internationally acclaimed 

Czech artist Frantisek Vízner. Opening 

1 November, Masters of Studio Glass:

Frantisek Vízner traces the evolution of

the artist’s work over 40 years (1962-

2003), from his early designs for

commercial production to his studio

explorations of the modern glass vessel. A

range of Vízner’s distinctive cast and cut

studio vessels ‘luminous, minimal, sculptural

forms’ are shown alongside examples of

earlier blown glass designs for industry,

many of which utilise strong colour

contrasts and an unusual manipulation of

surface and interior textures.

The Museum of Modern Art’s Jazz

Score (until 15 September) features

an extensive series of films and live

concerts that surveys the introduction of

contemporary jazz to film scores in the

mid 20th century. The exhibition shows

how jazz scores initiated a new way of

accompanying both light and serious

moods in films, with musicians such as

Duke Ellington, Miles Dacis and Quincey

Jones giving a fresh sophistication to

world cinema.

Using as a centrepiece Van Gogh’s

The Starry Night MOMA surveys

the artist’s endeavour to present ‘night by

light’ in the exhibition Van Gogh at Night

(21 September 2008-5 January 2009).

Van Gogh followed the Impressionist

trend of using colour combinations to

imitate the visual light effects of natural or

gas light at night, in doing so creating

incredibly original pieces of art which

combined the metaphorical with the

visual. The exhibition displays a collection

of over 24 night landscapes and interior

scenes, some of which have never been

seen together. 

WASHINGTON DC

The first monographic exhibition

dedicated to Andrea Riccio is being

held at the Frick Collection. Andrea Riccio:

Renaissance Master of Bronze 

(15 October 2008-18 January 2009)

includes more than 40 statuettes and reliefs

from across his career. The exhibition

reveals the creative genius of Riccio,

celebrated in the 16th century as a

‘sovereign master of bronze’ and the

universal themes expressed through the

small bronzes. 

A s on the Continent, the work of the

late Richard Avedon forms a major

photographic exhibition. Some 250

photos will be shown at the Corcoran

Gallery of Art in its exhibition, 

Richard Avedon: Portraits of Power

(13 September 2008-25 January 2009).

The political portraits of the pre-eminent

photographer are particularly applicable

as America enters its next presidential

election season. In its chronological

display of photographs and editorial

projects from the 1950s to 2004, the

exhibition combines images of

government, labour and media officials

with those of counter-cultural activists

and citizens involved in politics, creating

a comment on the balance of American

politics and power. This is the first

exhibition of Avedon’s work to focus

purely on his political portraits, generating

a unique and topical show. 

Paris Blues, 1961. USA. Directed by Martin
Ritt. Music by Duke Ellington, Billy Strayhorn

Andrea Riccio (1470-1532), Saint Martin and 
the Beggar, 1513-20, bronze, 74.6 x 54 cm.
Galleria Giorgio Franchetti alla Ca’ d’Oro, Venice

,

The Generals of the Daughters of the
American Revolution, DAR Convention, 
Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D.C., 
15 October, 1963 
© 2008 The Richard Avedon Foundation 

Frantisek Vízner (Czech b. 1936), with the
assistance of Frantisek Spinar
Czechoslovakia, Skrdlovice, Center for Artistic
Craft (ÚUR), Vase, 1973, colourless,
transparent cobalt, and orange glasses, 
h: 19.1 cm. Gift of Barry Friedman Ltd. 
Photo by Timothy Hursley
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A n assembly of  97 works by iconic

artists Georgia O’Keeffe (1887-

1986) and Ansel Adams (1902-1984) in

Natural Affinities (26 September 2008-

4 January 2009) at the Smithsonian

American Art Museum demonstrates

how O’Keefe and Adams translated

beauty in nature into their art through

their use of colour and tone. 

Garden and Cosmos: The Royal

Paintings of Jodhpur (11 October

2008- 4 January 2009) at the Arthur M.

Sackler Gallery consists of 61 recently

discovered paintings from the 17th to 19th

centuries, and a silk-embroidered tent, all

from the royal collection of Jodhpur. The

paintings depict beautiful images of the

pastimes of royals and gods, revealing the

‘sensuous garden aesthetic’ of the 18th

century and the shift in philosophies that

occurred in 19th-century Jodhpur. 

Combining extraordinary technical

skills acquired in Jean-Léon

Gérôme’s studio in Paris with first-hand

experience living among the Arapahoe,

Shoshone and Crow in Wyoming and

Montana, George de Forest Brush

(1854/1855-1941) created an important

series of paintings of American Indians,

much celebrated by his contemporaries

but rarely seen since. Completed during

the 1880s, many of these works were

quickly acquired by major American

collectors and have remained in private

hands through several generations. To be

shown at the National Gallery of Art

(4 September 2008–4 January 2009) are 

21 paintings by Brush, several of which

have only recently come to the attention of

art historians. These are studio

compositions: complex meditations on the

advent of modernism in which the

American Indian serves as metaphor. The

accompanying catalogue, incorporating

new research, is the first scholarly study of

this series.

Luxurious works of art excavated from

the opulent houses of the urban elite

in Pompeii and from nearby imperial villas

along the shoreline of the Bay of Naples

illustrate the region’s importance as an

artistic centre in the first exhibition

devoted to ancient Roman art at the

National Gallery of Art (19 October

2008-22 March 2009).

The sumptuous villas built by Roman

aristocrats along the shoreline influenced

and fostered this artistic flowering. Julius

Caesar, Caligula, Claudius, and Nero

owned seaside villas in Baiae (Baia). The

emperor Augustus vacationed in
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Georgia O’Keefe, Black Mesa Landscape,
New Mexico/Outback Marie’s II, 1930, oil on
canvas © Georgina O’Keefe Museum 

George de Forest Brush,
An Aztec Sculptor,
1887, oil on wood.
National Gallery of Art,
Washington. Gift (partial
and promised) of the
Ann and Tom Barwick
Family Collection

Pompeii, Villa of T. Siminius Stephanus,
Plato’s Academy, 1st century BC-1st century
AD, mosaic. Soprintendenza Speciale per i
Beni Archeologici di Napoli e Pompei, Museo
Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli

Stabiae, Villa Arianna, from a triclinium,
Woman seated beneath a coffered ceiling,
1st century BC-1st century AD, fresco.
Soprintendenza Speciale per i Beni
Archeologici di Napoli e Pompei, Museo
Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli



Surrentum (Sorrento), Capreae (Capri),

and Pausilypon (modern Posillipo); and

the lawyer Cicero had homes at Cumae

(Cuma) and Puteoli (Pozzuoli) as well as

in Pompeii. The artists commissioned to

adorn these lavish villas also worked for

well-to-do residents of Pompeii and

Herculaneum who emulated the lifestyles

of the powerful elite. 

This exhibition of more than 150 works

reveals the shared artistic tastes and

cultural ideals of the villa owners and

townspeople, particularly their reverence

for the arts of ancient Greece. 

Explore North Africa, the Middle East,

Central Asia and beyond through the

Textile Museum’s Timbuktu to Tibet: Rugs

and Textiles of the Hajji Babas (18 October

2008-8 March 2009), an exhibition

examining the central role that rugs and

textiles play in diverse cultures around the

world. The display of 90 oriental carpets

and other woven objects, give visitors the

opportunity to develop an understanding of

those cultures’ values, codes and social

order as well as social status, occupations,

and religious and ethnic associations.

CLEVELAND

The Cleveland Museum of Art is

holding the first comparative study

of the work of Peter Carl Fabergé, Louis

Comfort Tiffany and René Lalique, the

three main jewellery and luxury goods

designers over the 19th century. Artistic

Luxury: Fabergé Tiffany Lalique (19

October 2008-18 January 2009) will

explore how these designers catered for

the consumers of the Gilded Age, the

years prior to the First World War.

DETROIT

Imperial Mughal Albums from the

Chester Beatty Library, Dublin (23

August-16 November) at the Detroit

Institute of Arts comprises 78 miniature

paintings, calligraphic examples and

albums from the 16th-17th-century libraries

of the Great Indian Mughals. These were

objects of enjoyment for the Mughal court

and also served to enhance the image of

the ruler himself as they were in part,

propaganda and the consolidation of a

public image of kingship. The works show

how the artists gathered inspiration from

the natural world, as well as from Hindu,

Persian and European artistic traditions,

creating an extraordinary synthesis.

LOS ANGELES

Faces of Power and Piety: Medieval

Portraiture (12 August-26 October) at

the J. Paul Getty Museum follows the

development of portraiture from the early

Middle Ages to the late medieval period.

On display is a collection of historical

portraits including religious figures, artists

and literary figures. The exhibition explores

the evolution of portraiture from the highly

stylised to the more realistic, yet always

with the aim to create a portrait for posterity

rather than to capture the present moment.

Running concurrently and developing

the theme of portraiture is Bernini

and the Birth of Baroque Portrait

Sculpture (until 26 October). In 17th-

century Rome, the portrait bust

developed into an influential art form by

Central Asia, Tajikistan, Bridal veil, 18th-19th
century. Bruce and Olive Baganz. Photo by
Don Tuttle Photography

René Lalique (French 1860-1945), Necklace
with insect women and black swans, c. 1900,
gold, enamel on gold, plique-à-jour enamel,
Australian opal, Siberian amethyst. The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Lillian
Nassau, 1985 

Gian Lorenzo Bernini
(Italian, 1636-1638),
Portraits of Constanza
Bonarelli, marble,
72 x 35.6 x 25.4 cm.
Museo Nazionale del
Bargello, Florence.
Courtesy of the Istituti
museali della
Soprintendenza
Speciale per il Polo
Museale Fiorentino.
Photograph:
Arrigo Coppitz

Master of the Murano Gradual Italian active c.
1430-1460), Initial G: Saint Blaise, c. 1450-1460,
tempera and gold on parchment, 15.7 x 12 cm. 
J. Paul Getty Museum



Gian Lorenzo Bernini and his

contemporaries who evoked an

astonishing lifelikeness in their works.

The substantial body of work on show

includes Baroque sculpture, paintings

and drawings, some of which have not

been seen together in over 300 years.

SEATTLE

Intricate beading, flowers, shells and

buttons are the palate for sculptural

portraits by Sherry Markovitz showing 

in the Bellevue Art Museum until

7 September. Markovitz, originally from

Chicago, is best known for the opulently

beaded surfaces of her exquisite dolls

and trophy-like animal heads made of

paper mâché or dried gourds. The

intricacy of the beadwork surfaces,

exquisitely patterned with tiny hand-

strung beads, baubles, feathers, flowers

and other minutiae is one hallmark of her

figures that she says are one of her ways

of expressing an essential truth, of

‘animating the inanimate.’ This is the first

retrospective (1979-2007) exhibition of

Markovitz’ evocative beaded

assemblages, paintings and drawings.

DELAWARE

S ilversmiths to the Nation: Thomas

Fletcher and Sidney Gardiner 1808-

1842 is at the Winterthur Museum closing

21 September. It focuses on the work of

these premier silversmiths of their time,

renowned for their dramatic presentation

pieces for civic and military heroes as well

as stylish household silver and jewellery. 

The Winterthur Silver Symposium on

American Silver of the Early Nineteenth

Century is on 5 and 6 September 2008,

with eight expert speakers and a special

silversmith demonstration on techniques in

19th century USA.

CANADA
ONTARIO

The Royal Ontario Museum explores

the genius of Josiah Wedgwood I

(1730-1795) in Wedgwood: Artistry and

Innovation which will run until 5 July 2009.

Around 160 pieces of the finest Wedgwood

ceramics are on display, including a

selection of contemporary pieces

highlighting the range and quality of

Wedgwood’s products and the company’s

modernising business practices during the

Industrial Revolution and continuing into

the 21st century. Often drawing on the

popular taste for antiquity, neoclassicism

and vases, are examples of Wedgwood’s

reproductions of the famous Portland Vase,

a plate from the Queen’s ware dinner

service ordered by Empress Catherine II of

Russia, Art Deco models designed by

Keith Murray and many others. 

Ballet shoes from many world famous

ballet dancers are featured in the

exhibition On Point: The Rise of the Ballet

Shoe at the Bata Shoe Museum in

Toronto Canada until 28 September

2008. The exhibition focuses on the origin

of ballet and the development of the

ballet slipper and pointe shoes, exhibiting

shoes of Dame Margo Fonteyn, Karen

Kain, Rudolf Nureyev and an

autographed pair from Mikhail

Baryshnikov who defected from the

former Soviet Russia while on tour in

Canada. The Bata Shoe Museum is

dedicated to the social and cultural role

of footwear with a specialisation in North

American and circumpolar foot coverings.

It is steps from the St George subway

station in downtown Toronto.
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Wedgwood (English), Portrait of Josiah
Wedgwood I, possibly 1790-1825 after William
Hackwood’s design of 1777, blue jasper dip with
applied cameo relief. Royal Ontario Museum

Three pairs of pointe shoes worn by
Veronica Tennant during a single
performance of Onegin in 1985. She signed
them Act I, Act II and Act III © 2008 Bata
Shoe Museum. Photo: Ron Wood

Sherry Markovitz, Bow Wow Queen, 1987,
beads, papier-mâché, mixed media. Collection
of Mary Kay McCaw. Photo: John Michael
Kohler Arts Center 


